
Water Quality Unit at Ware Shoals Elem. School 
Activities: 

 
1. Copy “The Reedy River” booklet.  Read & color. 
2. Read “A River Ran Wild” & discuss. 
3. What is pollution?  Describe the different types (point source & non-point 

source), chemical, leaf litter, soil causes turbidity (clouding of H2O), etc.  How 
does pollution hurt our H2O system? 

4. What is pH?  The measure of acidity or alkalinity of a substance.  Look at the pH 
scale.  Use pH strips to test various items. (tomato, lemon, drinking H2O, soda, 
etc.) 

5. Practice measuring the air temperature & H2O temperature using thermometers. 
6. Discuss the Fecal Coliform activity & how to test for it.  This will be conducted at 

a later time. 
7. Look at the Groups of Macroinvertebrates & how they are sensitive to specific 

levels of pollutants.  Discuss how we will find these critters & how to document 
their findings on p. 39 & 40 using the tally system. 

8. Conduct “Are U Me” activity 
9. What is a H2O shed? Discuss & show the poster of our H2O shed. 
10. Demonstrate why we use microscopes & how to use one.  They will be using 

lenses & slides.  Don’t let the wet slides touch the lens b/c it messes up what you 
are suppose to see.  Observe various items: salt, sugar, sand, grits, hair, onion 
skin, grasses, leaves (look for stomata), spit, yogurt (live culture) 

11. Observe a penny with a hands lens.  What do you see? 
12. Watch stream keepers power point & discuss safety. 
13. Watch stream keeper video & streamline videos from list. 
14. Complete puzzles 
15. Mention the 4H2O summer camp.  Dr. Barbara Speziale at 864-656-1550 or 

bjspz@clemson.edu 
16. Demonstrate how to properly use the nets & look for critters. 
17. Prepare the lab 
18. Go to creek areas:   
19. Conduct “Water Canaries” activity 
20. Sort findings into ice cube trays & ID critters 
21. Look at critters under microscope & with hand lens 
22. Determine H2O quality 
23. Conduct “Hooks & Ladders” activity 
 
Ben Powell-Bug Man-864-656-5058  bapowel@clemson.edu 
Rhonda Matthews rhonda@clemson.edu 
Jenny Mountford 446-2276 good for bones, pelts, habitats, etc 
Local DNR 
 
 
By:  Donna Tafta 
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